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1. John F. Kennedy was notorious for asking people to 
borrow him money he were always forgetting to 
bring cash with him to pay for restaurant checks and 
cab fairs.

2. Its a rule that know living persons pic can appear on 
us currency.
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1. There are still a few regions on earth that have never 
been fully explored by people among them the 
amazonian and african jungles.

2. Beleive it or not there is land crabs in cuba that have 
the ability to run more fast then horse’s.
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1. Chariot races gladiator fights mock sea battles all these was 
popular events in the famous colosseum of Ancient Rome.

2. Our solar system complete with the sun and planets are 
traveling acrost the milky way at about 180 miles per 
second.
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1. At the age of 26, while working in a swiss patent 
office as a cleark, the Theory of Relativity was 
developed by Albert Einstein.

2. The fresh water frozen in earths frozen glaciers are 
hypothesized or estimated to be equal to about 60 
years rainfall over the whole, entire planet.
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1. In the hispanic culture, some people consider 
tuesday an unlucky day, perhaps cause, the spanish
word for tuesday – martes– comes from mars the 
roman god of war.

2. Chan Thomas a eminent geologist estimates that 
there has been 300 world floods and that their 300 
more.
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1. South american Water Hog’s can way up to 50 lbs; 
they are the worlds largest rodents.

2. Hetty Green was not only shrewd and successful 
businessperson but also an eccentric tightwad 
whom once with held medical treatment from her 
son. Because she didn’t want to pay no hospital bill.
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1. Gillow monster’s are large venomous lizards who’s 
tales hold substantial reserve food supply’s that it 
can live off of for monthes.

2. Hitler had 2 mercedes benz cars especially equipt for 
his personal use they were fitted with bullit proof 
glass and 2000 lbs of armor plate.
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1. Fewer then 20% of an avg. adult males weight 
come from his bones.

2. A baby is likely to have 300 bones @ berth but 
she will have only 206 bones as a adult as 
human’s grow their bones fuse.
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1. The famous running of the bull’s in Pamplona spain
was popularized buy ernest hemingway in his novel 
fiesta.

2. In 1894 the 1st major auto race was held on a coarse 
among paris and Rouen france a steam driven car w/ 
a top speed of 11 miles per hour won the race.
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1. In febrary 1927 babe ruth hit one hundred twenty 
five home runs in one hour, before an exhibition 
game in los angeles.

2. Brigham young a early leader of the mormins had 27 
wifes 16 of whom bore him kids.
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1. Barracuda’s are terrifying swimmers it can 
attain swimming speeds faster then 60 mph.

2. Leonardo da vinci jack the ripper and president 
harry Truman was all left handed.
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1. Jerusalem is one of the oldest citys in the world but 
the City of Gaziantep turkey is the oldest City in the 
World, it was founded around 3650 b.c.e.

2. The term ophidiophobia refers to an exsesive or 
some people would say irrational fear of snake’s.
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1. “Diamond Jim Brady a American business man once 
ate the following for dinner 6 lobsters 2 ducks 30 
oysters a sirloin steak vegetables 2 quarts of orange 
juice several pastrie’s and a 2 lb box of candy.

2. Nellie bly was a famous “Investigative Reporter” 
whom exposes American Slums Sweatshops jails and 
insane asylum’s in the late 1800s.
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1. A very popular dessert in the Hispanic World flan a 
baked custard with carmel topping.

2. Mexico is bordered by the pacific ocean and the gulf 
of California on the South and west and its bordered 
by the gulf of mexicao and the carribene sea on the 
east.
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1. Venus’ appeers extreme brite in the sky cause it’s 20 
mile thick cloud cover reflects three fourths of the 
light, that strikes it.

2. I didn’t never know that jupiters mass are 2.five 
times the combined mass of the rest of the planet’s 
in the Solar System.


